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The report to follow concludes the project as originally written and is a
manuscript prepared for publication in the Agronorny Journal.
The variations occurring in segregating populations of corn are attributable
to three main sources;

name~,

additive genetic effects, non-additive effects due

to dominance and interaction of non-allelic genes, and

enviro~ental

effects. The

term genotypic variation is used throughout with reference only to tho additive
genetic or heritable variation which is the portion of the variation
progress resulting from solection.

for

Phenotypic fluctuations may result from con-

binations of all of these types of variations.

~

respons~ble

Since the breeder is concerned with

selecting superior genotypes, but of nocessity must chooso individuals from their
phenotypic expressions, estimates of tho genotypic and phenotypic variances for
various characters are needed.

Furthermore, since most of the characters of

economic importance, such as yield,· are cOl!l'.Plex in inheritance and may involve
several related characters, the degree of
the characters is also important.

genot~}ic

and phenotYllic correlation of

To obtain these correlations it is necessary to

have estimates of the genotypic and phenotypic covariances in addition to the
variances for the various characters_

These correlations are not only of interest

fron a thooritical consideration of the quantitative inheritance of thooharactorst
but of practical value since selection is usually concerned with changing two or
more traits simultanoiously,
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The experienced breeder has certain desired plant characteristics in ~ind when
selecting for particular genotypes and thllS
traits as he makes his decisions.

~ust a~)ly

various weights to different

Tl1is suggests the use of a selection indoxwhich

gives proper weight to each of the two or

~ore

characters to be considered.

Hazel

and Lush [ 3] showed that selection based on such an index is more efficient than
selecting individually for the various characters.

The basis for the development

of the selection indexes has been provided 'by Hazel

[2]

an4;~o.ls and by Snith [7

J who

with an exanple in

illustrates its use in plants.

Sinu1ate

[6] ,

applying this technique, concluded that tiller nunber and grain weight should be
the basis for selection of higher yield in certain durum wheats in India.
The optimum weights to be assigned the characters in selection will depend
upon tho following factors:
(1)

phenotypic vo.riances Mel covariances between each !Of the characters to
be involved.

(2)

the gcnotYlJic variances ond covariances

(3)

the relative economic values of the several characters or a proper
evaluation of the

ultir.k~te

The purposes of this pffper are:

product.

(1) to present estimates of additive genetic

variance and covariance for eight characters of prolific corn;
phenotypic variances and

covariances,appro~rlato

(2) to show how

for a particular situation, can be

constructed from the estimates of additive genetic, dominance deviations and
environmental variances and covariances; and (3) to demonstrate the construction of
a selection index.

Indexes are presented involving various combinations of several

of the characters using yield of ear corn as tho ultimatoly desired product.
These selection indoxes are not to be tcl{on as the bost available or even
applioo.ble for corn in general.

They are presented to illustrate the typo of

information possible from such data.

Tho conditions deternining tho usefullnoss of
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an apDropriate selection index nay vary with indivic1.ual plant broeders.

00n1l)arable

gains nay be Dossible following other procedures with less cost per unit of progress.
Furthernore, yield by itself is probably not an aclequate criterion of economic
worth.

Selection based on that promise could easily lead to the developnent of

unsatisfactory plant types.

A conplotely satisfactory criterion would need to

include such characters as plant end ear types, lodging and disease resistance in
~.dition

to yield.
Materials and Methods

Biparental crosses were made within each of the following FZ populations of
prolific corn:

OI Zl X NO 7, NO 16 X 1m 18 and NO 34 X NO 45.

Each of the plants

used as male parents was crossed on three to four plants used as fonale pm-ents.

Tho

pregeny of these biparental crosses were grown in duplicate plots in 1947. Details
~

of the design of the oxperinont, estinates of heritability and degree of dominance
for eight characters were reportecl by Robinson et.al. [5] •

The characters

studied were plant height, ear height, husk extension, husk score (length + tightness),
ears per plant, ear length, ear diameter and yield of ear corn.
An eXa.I'!l1)le of the Analyses of Variance conputed from the data is presented in
Table 1 for ears per plant and yield.
of tho throe populations.

These results are for tho combined analyses

Tho components of variance describing each of the HeM

squares aro symbolized in the last column to the right .of the table.

The pooled

error nean squares for flmales in blocks X replications in blocks" ancl "females in
males in blocks X replications in blocks" arc tho rosult of tho plot-to-plot environnental vario.bil1ty, ]}P, ane" the plant-to-plant variabili ty 'ltd thin plots, Ew + A,
the latter being divided by k (number of plants per plot) te obtain a conparable

e

oXl,.?rcssion ."lith the other itons shown.

The non-environnontal portion of the intrn-

plot cOI.ll)onent of varianoe, synbolized by "A", contains l/Z of the a(lcUtive genetic

e

•

e

Table 1. .Analyses of Variance and Covariance of &.."trs per Plant nnel Yield. from Three Populations
of Prolific Corn.

Degrees of
freedom

Ears per
plant
M.S.

Blocks

39

.1968

.0220

,0701

Replications in blocks

45

.0289

.00553

.00641

Males in blocks

146

.11373

.0214

.0466

:EM + A +Ep + kIF +kIJM

Females in males in blocks

518

.0745

.0112

.0188

]W

Males in blocks x
replications in blocks
Fenales in males in blocks
replications in blocks

618

.0395

.00472

.00767

:a" + .~ + Ep

Source of Variation

Yielct
M.S.

-

Ears per plant
x yield
M.P.

Components
of var:!.anco sJ

k+ A
k

+ Ep + kIF

k

a, Ew = Environmental variance between plants in the sano plot
Ep ~ Environoental variance betwoen plots in a block
A:::: Genotypic variance among full sibs = 1/2 Vg + 3/4 Vd
F Additional variance among paternal half sibs due to fonale differonces :::: 1/4 Vg + 1{4 Vd
M ~ Additional variance among random progeny dUe to nale differences
1{4 Vg
k = Harmonic Dean of the l'lants per plot
k l ::; Plots por feT.lalo :::: 2
k" =: Fonales per male x k l :::: 7.3972

=

=

I
I/l:I
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variance and 3{4 of the variance resulting fron doninance deviations •. The renaining
1{2 of the additive genetic variance, Vg, is equally divided between the "nales in
blocks lf and "fenales in males in blocks ll items of the analyses, the latter containing
also the renaining 1{4 of the variance due to dominance deviations, Vd.

The deriva-

tion of these conponents of variance in such populations was given by Constock and
Robinson [lJ •
Covariance analyses bet"lOen all pairs of the eight characters, siuilar to thc."l.t
illustratod in the nean product colunn for ears per plant X yield in Table 1, were
conputed.
are

The synbols and content of the conponents of

co~letely

covarianco~or nean

products

analogous to those for the mean squares and corn)onents of variance.

~)erinenta1

Results

Estinates of the Connonents of Variance and Covariance.
As nentioned previously, phenotypic variation inclUdes intra- and inter-plot

variance, variance due to doninance

c"'~eviations

anet aclclitive genetic variance.

To

construct phenotypic variances and covariances for a particular situation it is
necessary to have estinates of the various components of variance and covariance_
The plot variances and covariances from each of tho analyses are presented in
Table 2.

Those values are the meon squares and moan products for tho l')ooled error

for each charactor and pair of characters. For oxa1!lJ.')le, the error mean squo.res •
•0395 and .00472 for ears per

pla~t

and yield, respectively, and their nean product,

.00767, given in the botton line of the analyses of table 1, aro listod in the
To.ble 2.
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Table 2.

Estinates of the Plot Variance and Covarinnce for Eight Charnctors in
Throe Populations of' Prolific Corn. (Conpononts of Variance in Paronthesos)
Plant
Enr
Husk
Husk Ears per Ear
Ear
height height. length score plant
lO!lo~h cliametor

Plant
height

Yield

(9.9833) 5.0625 0.0440 -0.0121 0.0681

0.1848

0.00133

0.0407

(0.7700)-0.0747 -0.2200 0.1170

0.0256

0.0212

0.00455

Ear

height
Husk
length

(0.1942) 0.1769 0.00614 -0.0334 -0.00326

-0800406

(0.3058) 0.00779 -0.0426 -0.00215

...0.00276

Husk
score
Ears per
plant

(0.0395)

Ear
length

e

0.00472 0.00013

0.00767

(0.1046) 0.00015

0.00830

Ear
diru:1oter

(0.00400)

Yield

0.00158
(0.00472)

Tho variances and covariances due to f'enale dif'ferences~ F, estimating 1/4 Vi

+ 1/4 Vd, arc given in Table 3.

Each of' the values was obtained in the follOldng

manner, using the yield Doan squares for illustration.

An

estinate of F for yield

results fran subtracting the ?ooled error fran tho "fonales in nales in blocks n and

=

dividing by k t
2~ tho nunber of plots per f'anale. Thus fron Tablo 1, F for yield
.0112 - .00472
is
.00324. Siniliar cocr~utations were perforned with oach
2

=

analyses to obtain tho renaining values.

'.
..,

Table 3.

Estiaates of the CO!'lJ?onents of Variance and Covariance Containing
1/4 Vg + 1/4 Vd for Eight Characters in Three Populations of Prolific
Corn. (Cooponents of Variance in Parenthes$s)
Plant
height

Ear
height

Husk
length

Husk
scoro

Ears por
plant

Ear

Ear

length

cliaoeter

Theest1nates of the variances alld covariances resulting
M. which contain 1/4 Vg are listed. in Table 4.

fro~

Yield

male differences,

These estimates are obtained by

subtracting the "fenales in nales in blocks ff oean square froD "males in blocks" and

~

dividing by k"t the average nw:tber of plots per male. For example, the estimate of
.0214 - .0112
Mfor yield. using values in Table 1, is
.00138.
7.3972

=
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Table 4.

Estir.1ates of the Cortponent of Variance and Covariance Containing 1/4 Vg
for Eight Characters in Three popUlations of Prolific Corn. (Conpononts
of V~io.ncG in Parenthos.•s)
Plant
height

Plant
height (11.6033)
Ear
height

height

Rusk
length

Husk
score

7.3031

0.3773

(6.6524)

Ear
length

Ear
cliaoeter

Yield

0.2666 0.1263

0.0312

-0.00756

0.0402

0.1372

0.0333 0.0654

0.0137

-0.00590

0.0450

(0.1370)

0.1402 0.00675

-0.00250 -0.00510

-0.00154

(0.1629) 0.00105

-0.00627 -0.00401

-0.00346

(0.0152)

-0.00069 -0.00031

0.00376

(0.0353)

0.00116

0.00131

(0.00112)

0 0 00022 .

Ear

Husk
leneth
!rusk
score
Ears per
plant

Ears per
plant

]Jar

e

length
Ear
dianeter
Yield

(0.00130)

Phenotypic and GenotYJ)ic Correlations.
PhenotYJ.)ic variances and covariances de)?end upon the nature of the selection
units and in the following
of biparental progenies.

were constructed for the maans of two replications
2
0 1
2
The formula for these values is ~ + F + M, where 0
is
e~ple

2

pI

the estimated plot. variance or covariance given in Table 2 and F and M estimates,
defined a.bove, appear in Tables 3 and 4. Tho phenotypic variance for ears pOl' plant
.0395
is
2 + .0175 + .0152
.0526. Siniliar calculations, using oomponents of var-

=

iance for yiold anel. covariance components for ears per l)lant X yield, give .00694
and .0132, respectively.

The phenotYl)ic corrolation between these characters

·0132

==
.

J (.0526)(..00694'). =. .691.

Genetic correlations were conputed fron the additive

genetic variances and covariances given in Table 4.
ears per-plant a.nd yielcl is I (
I\f

The genotypic correlation for

.00376
. ) (.
) == .019.
.0152 .00130

The twenty-eight possible

genotypic and phenotYlJic correlations between the eight characters arc presented
in Table 5.
Table 5.

Genotypic ana. Phcnoty-pic Correlations :Between Characters in the Combined
Populations of :Biparental Progenies" (Phenotypic Correlations in
Parentheses)
Plant
height

Plant
height

e

Ear
height

Husk
Husk
length score

-.069
(-.007)

.470
(.266)

.140
( .013)

-.037
(-.254)

-.412
(-.221)

-.112
(... 275)

.021
(-.060)

-.003
(-.247)

-.356
(-.155)

....231
(.295)

- ..030

-.075
(-.126)

.019
(.691)

.1134
(.313)

.100
(.393)

.032
.144
(.072) (-.014)

.205
(.213)

Husk
length

.992
(.963)

Ear
length
Ear
diameter

Yield

.020
(-.050

Ear
height

Ears per
plant

Ear
diameter

.301
( .216)

.300
(.100)

Husk
Score

Ear
length

-.066
(.025)

.194
(.009)

.040
(.749)

.299
( .157)

Ears IJer
plant

.049
( .054)

(.021)

.174
(.2913)

Yield

It should be noted that the phenotypic and genotYl)ic correlations nay differ in
nagni,tuclo.

In sor.1C caseS, e.g., ears per plant Mel. plant height anel ears IJer plant

and yield, selection for one of the characters would result in greater changes in

~

the other Character than would bc eXlJoctod fron tho phenotypic correlations.

The
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opposite is the case with husk score and yield.

This. of course. is based on the

assumption that the differences indicated between genotypic and phenotypic correlations are true differences and not due to sampling variation alone.
Ear length and ear diameter have ver,r low positive or negative correlations

with all other characters.

In no instance is there a wide discrepancy in the

genotypic and phenotypic cerrelations between either of these and any of the other
six characters.
The genetic correlations of the seven characters with yield may be grouped in
the following three classifications:
ears per plant having a high correlation
plant and ear height with modium positive genetic correlations
husk length. husk scoro. ear length and ear diameter having little
or no inherited relationship with yield.
Construction of Selection Indexes.
The correlation coefficients arc of interest but of little value unless some
application is made of tho various relationships.

The phenotypic and genotypic

variances and covarianccs used to compute tho correlations provide tho basis for
constructing a selection index.
The selection index. of the form blX + b;f2 + 11 • • + bnX , is so constructed.
n
l
as to have the ostimated b values give the best available weights to each of the
various characters considered in selection.

The symbols used in the general formula

for the selection index arc X • X , ••• , X , tho phenotypic values of the traits;
2
1
n
and b1 , b 2 , ••• , bn • tho relative weights to be applied to each character.
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The general formulae fer tho set of simultaneous equations, the solution of
which yields tho b Talues required in the selection index, is shown here:

•••

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

••• + bnPnn

=
p~d

Tho P symbols refer to phenotypic variances and covariances

the g symbols on

tho right side of the equations refer to genotypic variances and covariances.

To

be more specific:
Pll is an estimate of the phenotypic variance of

~

Pl2 is an estimate of the phenotypic covarianco of

JS.

and Xa

etc.
gly is an estimate of tho

genot~lpic

covariance of

~

and Y

g2y is an estimate of tho genotypic covariance of Xa and Y
etc.
Should one be setting up a selection index for yield end yield ,ms also to
be one of the Characters in the index, then both the phenotypic and gonotypic
variancos of yield would occur in the set of equations; tho
and gonotypic on tho right-hrold

phcnot~~ic

on the loft

side~

The solution of the sot of equations given below will yield the desired
b values in tho solection index for yield when selection is based on tho
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following observable characters:

JS. = plo.n.t

height, X = ears per plant and
2

X = ;rield.
3

=

b1 28.8796 + b 0.2313 + b 0.0968 0.09640
2
3
b l 0.2313 + b 0.0526 + b 0.0132 = 0.00752
2
3
b1 0.0968 + b 2 0.0132 + b 0.00694 0.00276
3

=

:1'

Three equations are necessary since thoro arc three unknmm b values.

Tho follo\'1-

ing phenotypic and genotypic values have been substituted into each equation:
First equation:
1'11

= 28.8796 = estimate

of phenotypic variance of plant height

P12 = 0.2313 = estimate of phenotypic covn.rinnce of plant height and ears/
plant
1'13 = 0.0968:: estimate of phenotypic covariance of plant height and yield
ely

= 0.0964 = estimate

of genotypic covariance of Dlant height and yield.

Thircl equation:

1'31

=0.0988 = estimate of phenotypic

1'32 :: 0.0132

= esti~ate

1'33 :: 0.00694 ::

esti~ate

covariance of yield and plant height

of phenotypic covariance of yield and ears/plant
of phenotypic variance of yield

.
'By = 0.00276 = estimate of genotypic varianco of yield.
.
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The phenotypic variances and covarionces were computed as illustrated
previously for two replications of the biparental progenies.

The genotypio var-

iances and covariances. used in computing the selection index, are twice tho
appropriate values listed in Table 4.

This is necessary since values in Table 4

contain an estimate of 1/4 Vg, whereas the genotypic variance among biparental

•

progenies contains 1/2 Vg.
When the equations are solvod the selectien index becomes:

It is now possible to put this index to use..

SUPll0S0, that fron the popula-

tion from which tho index was computed, it is desired to select tho superior
progenies on the basis of the selection index.
~

~

For example, one progeny hacl the

following mean values:

110 inches in height, 2.0 ears per plant, and yielded

.50 pounds per plant.

Applying the weights in the selection index, .02(110) +

.08(2.0) + .22(.50)

= 2.5,

the selection score.

Another progeny was 90 inches in

height, had 1.6 ears per plant and yielded .65 pounds per plant.
a selection score of .02(90) + .08(1.S) + .22(.65)

= 2.1.

This progeny has

Thus, in this exan~le,

the entrJT with the highest yield docs not get the highest score resulting from usc
of the selection index.
Expected Genetic Advance and Relative Efficioncy frOB Use of Selection Index.

The formula for

tJ

bg

lly

co~uting

the expected gonotic advance is

+bg
+ ... +bg
22y
nny

.. 14 -

z
y
where - is the selection differential in standard units.· The terms beneath the
p

radical have already boon defined; the b values being the weights in the selection

Bzy'

index and ~y'

etc. the genotypic covoriances of the observed characters with

the character being selected.
For exarrQ)lo, the expected genetic advance in yield from selecting the

su~perior

5% of the progony whon selection is based on the selection index for plant height,
eors por plant anel. yield can be calculated.
2.06

j

The expocted genetic advance ,-,auld be

(.02) (.0964) + (.OS) (.00752) + (.22) (.00276)

The values used ore definod as:
(1) 2.06

= the

(2)

.02

=b

(3)

.0964 = estimate of genotypic covariance for plant hoight and yield

(4)
(5)

= b value for
.00752 = estimate of

(6)

.22

= b value for yield

(7)

.00276

= ostimate of genotypic variance for

.08

selection differential in standard units for

s%

selected

value for planthcight

cars per plant
genotypic covariance for ears/plant and yield

yield.

jj z 1s the value of the ordinate of a normal curve above which 1ios tho area
corresDonding to the percenta{~e of the population to be selectod and p is that
percentage to be saved. In otherwords ! is tho moan phenotypic difference between
p

the selected material and all material available for selection in units of the
standard deviation. Lush (4] lists tho values for!. for various percentages of
1:>

the population seleotod or they may be computed from values of tho ordinate found
in mathematical tables listing valuos of the normal ourve.

-.15 -

Converting tho .0760 to bushols per aero by nultiply1.ne by 110.3. tho fa.ctor
a.ppropriate for tho pla.nt .paoing UQed in the study, gives the expected genetic
advance to bo 9.1 bushels per acre.
Anunber of different indexos were constructod and tho estinated genotic
superiori ty fron the Use of each "raB calculated.
the top 5% of the l'rogell1 would be saved.

Trible 6.

In oach caso it is assuned that

The results are reported in Table 6.

Expected. Genetic ..Advance in Yield fron the Use of Various Selection
Indoxes and Thair Relativo Efficioncy.

Index
n$ber

Bushols
per aero

Relativo
efficiency

Yield

7.0

looP

(1)

Ears/plant

0.0

114

(2)

Ears/plant :mel yield

8.7

12.4

(3)

Plant height a.nd ears/plant

0.5

121

(4)

Plu.'lt hoight, ears/plnnt

9.1

130

(5)

Plant height, oars/plont, oar ditlmoter and
oar longth

0.9

127

Plt.Ul.t hoight, oars/plo:n t, ear dillDeter, ear
lollt'tth and yield

9.1

130

(6)

Contont of index

ond.

yield

The top line givos the expected genetic progress when selection is based on
yield alone-

This predicted advance, 7.0 bushels per acre, is used as a basis for

comparison of the rela.tive efficiency from use of tho various selection indexos_
The results showing 14% nore oA~ectod genetic proGress in yield when, selection is
based entirely on oars per plant compared with selecting for yield alone
first not appear feasible.

Howover, since yield 1s a complex ehara.ctor

n~r

a.~d

at

hie)lly
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Discussion
A thooreticul evaluation of vorious selection procedures such as nass
selection, onr-to-row broodinC, use of biparental Jrogenics. top-cross testing,
etc. requires the characterization of the variability
tho "breoding l)rocoduro.

These values

CM alw~s

be~~con

the units used in

be "fOrked out in terns of Mdi tive

t;enetic vario.nco., variance duo to domanco deviation D.Ilcl tho environmenta.l variance
between and within plots.

As an

eX~~lo

the

pro~ess

anoll(; biparental pro{';enies has been estinated.

expected fran selection

Tho estimates of tho variances and

covnricncos presented in Tables 2, 3, nnd4 nay be used in the evaluation of other
selection procedures.
The positive genetic correlation between height and yield night be questioned
since the correlation, if Dresent at all, is very low unong varieties involving
different plant types.

However, the correlations reported were conputod witbin

populations rold might logically be expected as a result of both height and yield
being positively correlated with general vigor.
As pointed out enrlier yield by i tsal! is probably 11.ot a satisfactory neasure

of economic value in corn, since such pla."lt characters as loclging, oar height, and.
husk characters have ooononic ir.Iporto.nce..

The probloT.1 is further onphasizec1. by

the positive genetic correlntions of yield with oar nunbor und ear hoiGht.
AttachinG rio econonic inportance to car nunbor nne!. car height we find that giving

e

positive weight to both these characters will contribute to rate of genetic
ir.Iprovonent for yield.

Houever, such selection "rould avcntUe:.'\l1y result in the
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devclopoent of natcrial
soull in size.
anco oust bo

t~llcr

than Qesirable and which rroducod

To nuko propor uso of such

~~~ropriutely

char~ctcrs

in

e~rs

solection~

objoctionably

their inport-

considered in the definition of econonic worth.

It

should be el:1phusizoeL, hovlover, that 'then this is clone the :i)rogress noasured in
terns of yield alone will alnost certainly be loss thDn when the ocononic inportnnce
of plant typo is ignored.

SUMMARY

The twenty-eight possible genotypic and phenotYl)ic correlations were corrputed
fran the conbined analyses of throe populations of prolific corn for the following
ch...'1.I'ncters:

plant height, eur height, husk extension, husk score, oars per plant,

cor length, oar dianeter and yield.
10\'1

Ear

l~~gth

and eur dioneter had relatively

positive or negative correlations "'ith each of the other characters.

Ears per

plant had the highest positive genetic correlation with yield of all characters.
The only other charncters found to have an appreciable genetic association with
yield were plant and ear height.
The genotypic and phenotypic variances and covnriancos entering into the
conputation of the correlations were used to illustrate the construction of
tion indexes in corn.

selec~

Various selection indexes were constructed and the expected

gonetic advro1ce fron the usc of euch wus detornincd.

The relative efficiency fron

the usc of tho various selection indexes, conpnrod with selection for yield alone.
is eiven for tho Material contained in this stUdy.
specific results are eophasized.

The linitations of these
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